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Programmer with good web programming and usability skills

Begin attending the Danish KFUM Scouts

Moves to Fjerritslev School to attend 8th grade1993

Attends music school for one year1992

Goes to England on study trip1995

Begins playing with Visual Basic 3, acquired on the study trip

Gets first computer (Commodore C64), and plays with BASIC for the first time1988

Family acquires PC (386 with Windows 3.1)1991

Acquires own computer (Pentium 133, with Windows 95), switches to Visual Basic 4

Switches to Visual Basic 5 and completes RandomiZer! 3, the first public version of the wallpaper 
randomizer begun with VB3 two years prior.

1996

Finishes public school through 10th Grade extended exam, begins attending Fjerritslev Gymnasium1997

Begins writing what will eventually become sightRipple, a html code editing program with custom snippet 
support (the first ideas used in Travelsized later are born here, Open Source ideals are beginning to form)

First exposure to Linux (RedHat 4.2)

Large Danish assignment about ElfQuest (handed in as a website)1998

Goes to France on study trip

Begins attending public school1986

Large Written Assignment in English about Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats (handed in as a website)1999

Reattends 3.G and writes new Large Written Assignment in English about H.G.Wells' The War of the Worlds

Finishes Gymnasium education with grade 6.6 average2001

Moves to London, England

Moves to Southampton, England, to move in with partner

Temporary position in callcenter, discussing IBM partnerships and ERP software with Danish IT companies2002

WorkStudies Open Source InvolvementSpare time

Security guard in various positions at varying hours (between 12 and 108 hours per week)

Moves back to Denmark, begins attending Nordjyllands Erhversakademy's Multimedia Designer course

2003

The PHP based, databaseless content management system Uberghey CMS emerges from an assignment

Buys the personal domain leinir.dk which becomes the center of online precense from then on

Attends Midtfjord Produktionsskole, where two websites are created (for the school and for the attached 
youth hostel). This included teaching the school's employees how to update the websites

2000

Switching to Mandrake Linux 7.2, which is now the main operating system in daily use

Completes specialisation dissertation: "Online Ticket Handling System for small to medium cinemas"
Implemented as a module in Travelsized (at this time called Uberghey CMS)

2005

Begins attending the BSc in Informatics course at Aalborg University

Completes the BSc in Informatics

Begins attending the MSc in Game Programming course at Aalborg University

Involvement with the KDE project begins through first bug report to the music player Amarok. Joins 
project as active member, helping with usability issues

2006

Attends the Free Open Source Developers' European Meeting (FOSDEM) 2008 in Brussels, Belgium2008

Attends the European KDE developers' meeting Akademy 2008 in Mechelen, Belgium

Uberghey CMS changes name to the more easily marketable and feature accurate Travelsized CMS

Creates the ASP.NET/C# based Improve Web web frontend for the ERP software MaQis Improve by 
Aalborg company MaQis, as a result of working with MaQis on the 4th semester Informatics project

Creates the Convention module for Travelsized, used to manage the Confuzzled convention

Attends Confuzzled as payment for writing the now open sourced convention management module

Attends the European KDE developers' meeting Akademy 2007 in Glasgow, Scotland2007




